ABSTRACT As an emerging technique, device-free localization (DFL) is promising to localize the target without attaching any transceivers. Recently, the benefits of channel state information (CSI) on DFL have been revealed in this paper. Motivated by this, in this paper, we propose to exploit the channel diversity of CSI measurements for multi-target DFL under the compressive sensing (CS) framework. The CSI-based multi-target DFL problem is formulated as a joint sparse recovery problem which reconstructs the unknown sparse vectors of multiple channels. Moreover, in practice, some faulty prior information (e.g., coarse positions) is usually available. To take advantage of this information for joint sparse recovery, novel support knowledge-aided multiple sparse Bayesian learning (SA-M-SBL) algorithm is introduced, which incorporates the prior information into a three-layer hierarchical prior model. With this model, the joint sparsity of the sparse vectors can be induced, and their values can be estimated via the variational Bayesian inference (VBI). The numerical simulation results demonstrate the outstanding performance of the proposed method compared with the state-of-the-art CS-based multi-target DFL methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for location-based services (LBS) [1] , target localization based on wireless sensor network (WSN) has attracted extensive attention. Most existing works on target localization are focused on device-based methods [2] - [4] , which require the target to carry an electronic device or tag. However, in many application scenarios, such as intruder detection, elder monitoring, border protection, and emergency rescue [5] , it is inconvenient or even impossible to equip a target with any device. As an emerging localization technique, device-free localization (DFL) [6] - [8] provides a feasible solution for the aforementioned applications. It does not have the requirement of equipping targets with electronic devices, nor need targets to participate actively in the localization process.
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WSN-based DFL methods estimate the location information of transceiver-free targets by analyzing the perturbations of the electromagnetic (EM) field. Beginning with the initial papers of Youssef et al. [9] and Zhang et al. [10] , numerous research works on DFL have been carried out [11] - [13] . In the literature, there are mainly four types of DFL methods: (1) Geometry-based DFL methods [14] ; (2) Fingerprintingbased DFL methods [15] ; (3) Radio tomographic imaging (RTI)-based DFL methods [16] ; (4) Compressive sensing (CS)-based DFL methods [17] . Among them, geometry-based DFL methods use the geometry information of distorted links for location estimation. They have a restriction on target spacing, and a prior knowledge of the deployment of wireless links is required. Fingerprinting-based DFL methods localize targets by matching online measurements with offline fingerprints. They can achieve enhanced accuracy, but a labor-intensive and time-consuming site survey is needed for radio map building and retraining. RTI-based DFL methods estimate target locations based on the principle of computed tomography (CT). They treat target positions as the attenuation images of distorted links and can achieve enhanced accuracy. However, a dense deployment of wireless links is needed to cover the monitoring area. It may lead to a high hardware cost and great energy consumption. CS-based methods formulate the multi-target DFL problem as a sparse signal reconstruction problem. They take the advantage of CS theory in sparse recovery for target localization and can achieve much higher accuracy with fewer measurements than other types of DFL methods. Wen et al. [18] studied the sufficient condition for stably or exactly reconstructing sparse signals via p -minimization. Wang et al. [19] introduced a CS-based DFL method LCS and proved that the model-based dictionary satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) with high probability. As a representative CS-based DFL method, LCS reconstructs the location vector based on the greedy matching pursuit (GMP) algorithm. E-HIPA [20] is another popular CS-based DFL method. It develops an adaptive orthogonal matching pursuit (AOMP) algorithm to estimate the number and locations of targets. A sufficient condition for the exact support recovery of sparse signals with generalized OMP is given in [21] . Moreover, an optimal condition for the block OMP algorithm is given in [22] . Furthermore, to address the dictionary mismatch problem of the CS-based DFL in changing environments, DR-DFL [23] realizes joint dictionary refinement and location estimation based on the variational expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. It realizes dictionary refinement by optimizing the environment-related dictionary parameters. However, explicitly estimating the dictionary parameters may lead to a high computational complexity. In fact, the computational complexity of the DR-DFL method is O(N 2 M ). For each iteration of the DR-DFL method, posterior distributions are inferred in the E-step, and dictionary parameters are optimized in the M-step. The computational cost of the DR-DFL method is dominated by the M-step, where the pure Newton method is adopted for real-time parameter optimizing.
As a fine-grained measurement from the PHY-layer, channel state information (CSI) can provide the amplitude and phase information of multiple subcarriers. Recently, CSI measurements have been leveraged for DFL. As a prior work of CSI-based DFL, Pilot [24] regards the correlations of CSI measurements as fingerprints and matches the online measurements with offline fingerprints using a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimator. Lei et al. [25] propose a channel selection method to select robust channels for CSI-based DFL. Viani et al. [26] use the principal component analysis (PCA) method to extract a robust target-dependent feature from the distributions of CSI correlations. To bypass the offline training effort, LiFS [27] estimates target locations by solving a set of equations that are established with a power fading model. This model characterizes the relationship between CSI features and target location. The aforementioned CSI-based DFL methods focus on seeking appropriate location-dependent CSI features and building a robust relationship between the CSI measurements and target locations. However, how to make full use of the channel diversity of the CSI measurements from multiple channels is still a challenging issue. In this paper, we propose to exploit the channel diversity of CSI measurements for multi-target DFL under the CS framework and formulate the CSI-based DFL problem as a joint sparse recovery problem.
In practical scenarios, a prior information of target positions is usually available, which can be obtained by coarse localization or tracking techniques. Due to the acquisition process may inevitably incur errors, the prior information is possibly incomplete or erroneous. For sparse recovery, the faulty prior information can be regarded as a partial erroneous support knowledge of the unknown sparse signal. To take advantage of the support knowledge, Lu and Vaswani [28] propose a modified version of basis pursuit de-noising (Mod-BPDN) algorithm. Its performance is sensitive to the accuracy of the support knowledge. The upper bounds on the magnitudes of the entries of any solution of an integer least squares problem is given in [29] . Moreover, Fang et al. [30] and Li [31] propose a modified version of the sparse Bayesian learning (SA-SBL-SL) algorithm, which places a Gaussian-inverse-Gamma distribution on the sparse signal and adds a prior on the rate parameter of the Gamma distribution to incorporate the support knowledge. To our best knowledge, leveraging the partial erroneous support knowledge to enhance the accuracy of joint sparse recovery has not been reported in the literature. Motivated by this, this paper studies the joint sparse recovery problem when an inaccurate support knowledge is available and presents a novel support knowledge-aided multiple sparse Bayesian learning (SA-M-SBL) algorithm to address it. We apply this algorithm in CSI-based multi-target DFL to exploit the channel diversity and the faulty prior information for performance improvement.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized below.
• We propose to use CSI measurements for multi-target DFL under the CS framework, and experimentally verify the feasibility of exploiting the channel diversity of CSI measurements to improve the localization accuracy. The CSI-based multi-target DFL problem is formulated as a joint sparse recovery problem which reconstructs the jointly sparse vectors with respect to different channels.
• We propose to take advantage of the faulty prior information of target positions to further enhance the localization accuracy of CSI-based multi-target DFL. The faulty prior information is regarded as a partial erroneous support knowledge of the jointly sparse vectors that share a common support set.
• This is also the first work to utilize the partial erroneous support knowledge in joint sparse recovery. We develop a novel support knowledge-aided multiple sparse Bayesian learning (SA-M-SBL) algorithm, which incorporates the support knowledge into a three-layer hierarchical prior model that can induce the joint sparsity of sparse vectors. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give the signal model and explain the motivation of our work. In Section III, we present the detailed design and implementation of the proposed SA-M-SBL algorithm. Section IV validates the proposed SA-M-SBL method with extensive numerical evaluations. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
Notation: Matrices (vectors) are denoted by boldface uppercase (lowercase) letters. We denote an identity matrix of dimension D as I D . The superscript (·) T denotes the transpose operation. · p denotes the p norm of the input vector. tr(·) denote the trace of the input matrix. In addition, · denotes the expectation of stochastic variables.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MOTIVATION

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Without loss of generality, we consider the monitoring area as a 2-dimensional square region. An illustration of the CS-based DFL is shown in Fig. 1 , where multiple transceiver-free targets are randomly distributed in the monitoring area A. Our goal is to determine the target number and estimate the target locations in the X -Y plane. Owing to the inherent spatial sparsity of target localization, the location information of multiple targets can be considered as a sparse signal. To achieve this, we discretize A into N equal-sized grids. Then, the target location information can be represented as
where s ∈ R N ×1 is the location vector, s n ∈ {0, 1} is the n-th component of s. For grid n, if there exists a target, we set s n = 1; otherwise, s n = 0. We denote K as the number of targets. Note that, as K N , s is a K -sparse vector. When radio signals travel through the monitoring area, some of the transmitted signals will be shadowed by targets. The CSI describes how a signal propagates from the transmitter to the receiver at the subcarrier level. Interestingly, CSI values are different when targets located at different locations. Based on this, the target positions can be estimated by analyzing the CSI measurements. It should be noted that, each pair of the transmitter and receiver is counted as a wireless link, and there are M links in the monitoring area in total. For link m, the CSI of channel f is a complex value [27] . Accordingly, the change of power fading is 
where ψ f m,n represents the shadowing loss caused by a target located at grid n. For channel f , the change of power fading on M links can be represented as
Here, y f ∈ R M ×1 is a measurement vector. Its m-th component is y f m = H f m . f is the noise vector, and f ∈ R M ×N is a dictionary, whose (m, n)-th element is ψ f m,n . Based on the saddle surface model [32] , ψ f m,n can be computed as
where U m,n , V m,n denotes the coordinate of grid n in the elliptical spatial impact area of link m. Only the target located in the spatial impact area will caused a nonzero ψ f m,n . Moreover, λ 1 and λ 2 denote the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the elliptical spatial impact area, respectively. Furthermore, γ f and ρ f are model parameters related to the environment characteristic. We set θ f = γ f · s and
Then, the measurement model (4) can be rewritten as
where f is a dictionary whose (m, n)-th element is φ f m,n . It is noteworthy that, the unknown sparse vectors {θ f } F f =1 share a common support set S with the location vector s.
B. MOTIVATION
From the CS perspective, the target location estimation is equivalent to reconstruct the unknown sparse vectors {θ
and estimate their common support set S. In order to exploit the channel diversity of the CSI measurements from multiple channels, we propose to jointly reconstruct the sparse vectors. As we all know, multiple sparse Bayesian learning (M-SBL) [33] is a robust and high performance joint sparse recovery algorithm. It imposes a non-separable sparsity inducing prior on the unknown sparse signals. With this prior model, the joint sparsity of the sparse signals can be exploited to improve the sparse recovery performance.
Suppose a faulty prior information about target positions is available before the localization process. It indicates that, in some grids, there may exist a target. That is to say, we have the support knowledge that some components of s may have a nonzero value. Generally, the support knowledge P ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } is partial erroneous. It can be divided into two parts: P = C ∪ E, where C denotes the correct part and E denotes the erroneous part. For clarity, C ⊆ S and E ⊆ S c . It should be noted that the partition of C and E is assumed to be unknown a priori.
In this paper, we intend to exploit not only the joint sparsity of the unknown sparse vectors but also the inaccurate support knowledge to enhance the localization performance. To achieve this, the SA-M-SBL algorithm imposes a novel three-layer hierarchical prior model on the sparse vectors and realizes knowledge-aided joint sparse recovery under the variational Bayesian inference (VBI) [34] framework.
III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION A. HIERARCHICAL PRIOR MODEL
To induce the joint sparsity of the sparse vectors {θ
and incorporate the partial erroneous support knowledge P, a three-layer hierarchical prior model is introduced in this subsection. The graphical model for the knowledge-aided joint sparse recovery is shown in Fig. 2 . In this model, {y f } F f =1
are observed variables. As f is an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise vector, the likelihood function for θ f can be given as
where φ f m is the m-th row of f , and β f represents the inverse variance of f m . A Gamma distribution is imposed on β f since it is conjugate to the Gaussian likelihood, i.e., where a f and b f are deterministic parameters. For convenience, we define β
In the first layer of the hierarchical prior model, each unknown sparse vector θ f is assigned a Gaussian prior distribution, i.e.,
where α n is the common inverse variance of {θ f n } F f =1 . We define α [α 1 , . . . , α N ] T and = diag (α). In the second layer, a Gamma distribution is also imposed on α, i.e.,
where c n and d n are deterministic parameter and stochastic variable, respectively. We define c
In the third layer, to incorporate the partial erroneous support knowledge P, the prior distribution of d is defined as
where
We denote δ(·) as the Dirac delta function, which effectively sets d n = 10 −6 for n ∈ P c . Intuitively, when d n is small, a non-informative hyperprior is imposed on α n , which leads to a small θ n and can induce the sparsity of θ f . On the contrary, when d n is large, the hyperprior p(α n |c n , d n ) is not non-informative and a large value of α n is prohibited. As a
consequence, θ n will be driven to a large value. For n ∈ P, we model d n as a variable, and a Gamma prior distribution is imposed on it, which can allow the flexibility to learn and adapt to its true value.
B. BAYESIAN INFERENCE
In the proposed hierarchical prior model, the values of {d n } n∈P can decide which parts of the support knowledge will be utilized. In this subsection, we adaptively estimate
and {d n } n∈P by updating their posterior distributions. The proposed SA-M-SBL algorithm can learn the values of {d n } n∈P in an automatic manner from the measurement data, and therefore has the ability to utilize the correct information and deal with the potential error in the faulty prior information.
The latent variables in the hierarchical prior model are z = {α, β f , θ f , d n |f ∈ {1, .., F}, n ∈ P }. We denote the measurements of F channels as Y = [y 1 , . . . , y F ]. According to the Bayes rule, the posterior distribution of z can be expressed as
However, the posterior distribution cannot be computed analytically, since the computation of the marginal distribution
As an alternative, we resort to the variational approximation method to infer the posteriors. With the mean field theory, the joint variational distribution of z is factorized as
The posterior distribution of each latent variable is approximated by its variational distribution. Based on VBI, the posterior distributions of entries in z can be obtained via
where p(Y, z) denotes the joint probability density function (PDF) of Y and z. Using the chain rule of probability, p(Y, z) can be computed as (20) , as shown at the top of this page. We denote · as the expectation with respect to the input stochastic variable. Keeping only the terms related to β f in (16), the variational optimization of ln q(β f ) is given as
It can be easily verified that q(β f ) follows a Gamma distribution
Substituting (8) and (9) into (21), the parameters of the distribution can be given as
By ignoring the terms independent of θ f in (17), we have
We can easily verify that q(θ f ) follows a Gaussian distribution
Substituting (8) and (10) into (25) , the covariance matrix f and mean vector µ f can be given as
The evaluation of f contains matrix inversion operation, whose computational complexity is O(N 3 ). Using the matrix inversion lemma, the computational complexity can be reduce to O(M 3 ), i.e.,
Similarity, we only keep the terms related to α in (18), then ln q(α) can be rewritten as (31) , as shown at the bottom of this page. The posterior q(α n ) follows a Gamma distribution
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Substituting (10) and (11) into (31), the parameters of the posterior distribution can be calculated as
By ignoring the terms independent of d n in (19), we have
The posterior distribution q(d n ) (n ∈ P) follows a Gamma distribution
Substituting (11) and (13) into (35), the parameters of the distribution can be expressed as
Based on the above results, the approximated posteriors of latent variables are iteratively updated until convergence. In the posterior updating process, the required expectations are calculated as
In addition, the expectation in (24) can be rewritten as (43), as shown at the top of this page. The computational cost of (43) is mainly attributed to the calculation of the matrix multiplications in the last term. To reduce the computational cost, f f ( f ) T can be rewritten as
To obtain the trace of (44), the off-diagonal elements of f are actually not necessary. Moreover, as is a diagonal matrix, the diagonal elements of the term ( f ) are easy to obtain. For this analysis, the trace of (44) can be given as
In this case, the computational complexity of (24) can be reduced from O(MN 2 ) to O(MN ), which is a significant reduction.
C. LOCATION ESTIMATION
The major difference between the original M-SBL algorithm and the proposed SA-M-SBL algorithm is two-fold: 1) the M-SBL algorithm employs an empirical prior to promote the joint sparsity of sparse vectors, while the SA-M-SBL algorithm employs a three-layer hierarchical Gaussian prior to induce the joint sparsity of sparse vectors and incorporate the partial erroneous support knowledge; 2) the M-SBL algorithm can compute the posterior distributions of hidden variables analytically. However, as the SA-M-SBL algorithm has a more complicated Bayesian model, the posterior distributions of multiple interacting hidden variables are intractable to obtain. As an alternative, we resort to the variational approximation method to infer the posterior distributions of hidden variables. The details of the proposed SA-M-SBL algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the posteriors of latent variables are estimated based on the observed data and the predefined prior model. The observed data from all channels can contribute to the learning of the common hyperparameters (i.e.,c n ,d n ,g n , andh n ), thus making it possible to transfer information between different channels. Particularly, the sparse reconstruction of each individual channel is affected by both its own measurements and the information from other channels. This offers the opportunity to adaptively borrow strength from other channels to enhance the sparse recovery performance.
In step 12 of the proposed SA-M-SBL algorithm, the estimated location vectorŝ is estimated based on µf , wheref is the index of the channel with the minimum residual error. Moreover, η th is the sparsity threshold. We use it to filter out the small coefficients in µf . After that, according toŝ, the coordinates of multiple targets can be easily obtained.
IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
In this section, a series of numerical simulations are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the SA-M-SBL algorithm and the proposed DFL method. The monitoring area is a 14 m×14 m square region. We uniformly deploy 2M wireless nodes along the perimeter of the monitoring area, and each node is placed at the midpoint of a grid side. The wireless nodes can transmit and receive radio signals on F channels. We establish M bidirectional wireless links between them. Table 1 gives the default values of some parameters used in our simulations. We compare our proposed DFL method with other three representative CS-based multi-target DFL methods, including E-HIPA [20] , LCS [19] , and DR-DFL [23] . Calculate µ f and f by using (27)-(30). 6:
Update the posterior of α by using (32)-(34). 7:
Update the posterior of d by using (36)-(38). 8: The performance metric is the average localization error, which is defined as the average Euclidean distance between the true and estimated target positions. The numerical simulations are carried out in MATLAB R2015b 64bit version running on a PC with 8 GB memory.
A. IMPACT OF THE ACCURACY OF PRIOR INFORMATION
First of all, we check how the accuracy of prior information influences the performances of some knowledge-aided sparse recovery algorithms (i.e., Mod-BPDN [28] , SA-SBL-SL [30] , and SA-M-SBL). We denote C = |C| as the amount of correct information and E = |E| as the amount of erroneous information. Fig. 3 presents the performances of four knowledge-aided sparse recovery algorithms under different C and E. When the accuracy of prior information is low (e.g., C = 3, E = 7), Mod-BPDN algorithm leads to a high localization error. This means the erroneous part of the prior information has a significant negative effect on Mod-BPDN. In contrast, SA-SBL-SL algorithm can perform well with low accurate prior information. But, when the accuracy of prior information is high (e.g., C = 7, E = 3), SA-SBL-SL performs rather poorly as compared with Mod-BPDN. Moreover, our proposed SA-M-SBL algorithm achieves the best performance in all cases, and the increase of channel number leads to a lower error. This is because SA-M-SBL can share useful information between multiple channels and make use of the faulty prior information more effectively.
B. IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS
In this subsection, we turn our attention to the impact of the channel number F on the localization accuracy of the proposed DFL method. Theoretically, the accuracy of joint sparse recovery is closely related to the number of channels. If we increase F, more useful information will be provided to estimate the location vector s. Consequently, the localization performance will be improved. Fig. 4 presents the average localization errors over the number of channels. The results in Fig. 4 confirm the above analysis. It can be seen that, with the increase of F, the average localization error decreases gradually. However, when F is large (F > 12), the localization error decreases slowly. Thus, to take both the accuracy and latency into account, we choose F = 12 as the default setting. We also find that, with the increase of the accuracy of prior information, the localization error of our proposed DFL method decreases accordingly. This means the proposed DFL method can take advantage of the underlying correct information of faulty prior information to improve the localization accuracy.
C. IMPACT OF THE MEASUREMENT NOISE
In practical scenarios, it is inevitable that the CSI measurements could be corrupted with additive measurement noises. Therefore, we add a noise to the measurement vector of each channel. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as
In this subsection, we inspect the localization performances of different DFL methods under different SNRs. Fig. 5 compares the accuracies of four DFL methods under different SNR. As can be seen, the proposed DFL method performs best among all DFL methods. Moreover, with the increase of SNR, the average localization errors of all DFL methods decrease accordingly. Furthermore, we can also find that, by increasing the accuracy of prior information, the performance of our proposed DFL method can be improved.
D. IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF TARGETS
In this subsection, we investigate the impact of the target number K on the localization accuracy. With the increase of K , the sparsity level of the unknown location vector increases accordingly. This will make the localization accuracies of all CS-based DFL methods decrease. Fig. 6 plots the average localization errors of four DFL methods as a function of K . As we can see, the proposed DFL method is more accurate than other DFL methods. Additionally, it is observed that the performance of the proposed DFL method will be improved when the accuracy of prior information increases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed SA-M-SBL, a novel Bayesian algorithm for knowledge-aided joint sparse recovery. The algorithm is applied in CSI-based multi-target DFL to incorporate the faulty prior information of target positions and reconstruct the target location vector. With this algorithm, the joint sparsity of the unknown sparse vectors and the faulty prior information are exploited to enhance the localization performance. Through extensive numerical simulations, we demonstrated the superior performance of the proposed SA-M-SBL algorithm over existing knowledge-aided sparse recovery algorithms and verified the outstanding performance of the proposed DFL method compared with the state-of-the-art CS-based multi-target DFL methods. 
